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Angle discrimination thresholds were obtained for V-shaped targets with a base angle of 90 deg at
four different pattern orientations (O,45, 90 and 135 deg), A comparison of these thresholds with
the orientation discrimination thresholds for the single lines from which the patterns had been
constructed, revealed that angle acuity cannot be predicted from component acuity. Angle acuity is
finer than the corresponding orientation acuity in all cases and does not exhibit the pronounced
oblique effect that is found for orientation discrimination. (lther experiments showed that acuity
for pattern angle depends critically on base angle, with minima close to 0,90 and 180 deg. The shape
and amplitude of this function are independent of pattern orientation. It was found that the angle
acuity was unaffected by excluding a large portion of the target in the region of the vertex, and that
the pattern of dependence of acuity on angle changed radically when the target was reduced
ultimately to three blobs that defined the cardinal points of the stimulus. The data suggest that when
the target comprises line segments, angle discrimination is not limited by noise that arises at early
levels of processing and that angle perception is mediated by mechanisms that are specialized for
the perception of image geometry. An opponent process model, that is based on the combined
outputs ofjust two types of filter, is proposed as the basis for the perception of image geometry. This
type of system is appropriate for computing one of the differential invariants in an optic flow field.
Copyright 01996 Elsevier Science Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
Most contemporary models of human spatial vision
presupposethat the retinal image is filteredin parallel,by
an array of spatialmechanismseach of which is tunedto a
preferred spatial frequency and orientation [e.g. Klein &
Levi (1985); Wilson & Bergen (1979); Wilson et al.
(1983)].In the past two decadesin particulara substantial
and well known body of evidencehas been accumulated
from psychophysical and physiological experiments to
support this general hypothesis [e.g. Braddick et al.
(1978); Olzak & Thomas (1986);Wilson (1991)].
Parallel filtering is analogous to decomposing the
luminance distribution into its Fourier or spatial fre-
quencycomponents.Subsequentstagesof processingare
assumedto comprisethe applicationof differenttypes of
combinatorialalgorithmsto the outputsof the first stage
filters in order to extract the different neural codes for
image size, texture density, orientation and phase [e.g.
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Burr et al. (1989); Regan (1982a); Regan & Beverley
(1985a);Thomas et al. (1982);Wilson (1986)], although
the same type of algorithm need not necessarily be
employed to compute the different characteristicsof an
image (Georgeson, 1992). Any model would have to
assume that the filter outputs from the first stage of
processing are, in some sense, “labelled” for the
dimension of interest [e.g. Watson & Robson (1981);
Thomaset al. (1982)],and that spatialacuity is limitedby
the internal noise in the early stages of processing
(Howard, 1982). A strong version of the hypothesis
would also assumethat the combinatorialprocesseswere
noise free, or at least did not contribute any significant
additionaluncertainty to the neural signal.
Most of the earlier experimentsthat have provided the
evidence in support of this view employed extremely
simplestimuli such as sine-wavegratingsor single lines,
largely for technical reasons [cf. Mostafavi & Sakrison
(1976)]. It is unclear in many cases whether or not the
data from such experiments can be meaningfully
extrapolated to scenes that are only slightly more
complex or naturalistic. In particular, is it possible to
predict spatialacuitiesfor two-dimensionalpatternsfrom
the observer’s ability to detect structural changes in the
underlyingcomponents?
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A typical example is the case of relationshipbetween
orientationacuity and the perceived directionof motion.
We have shown elsewhere (Heeley & Buchanan-Smith,
1992a) that the orientationdiscriminationthresholdsfor
drifting gratings exhibit a pronounced “oblique effect”
that is similar in all respectsto that foundfor statictargets
[e.g. Caelli etal. (1983); Heeley & Timney (1988);
Orban et aZ. (1984)]. When two gratings of different
orientation, but identical velocity, contrast and spatial
frequencyare combined,they form a compoundstimulus
or “plaid” that appears to drift in a direction that is
intermediate between the drift directions of the two
components (Adelson & Movshon, 1982).The straight-
forward predictionof a componentdecompositionmodel
with early noise [e.g. Welch (1989)] would be that
orientation acuity for a “plaid” stimulus should be
determined by the orientation of the components from
which it had been constructed.For example, because of
the existence of the oblique effect in orientation thresh-
olds, rotationalthresholdsshouldbe higherwhen the two
components fall on the two oblique axes (45 deg and
135deg) than when the two components fall on the
principal axes (Odeg and 90 deg). This was not found to
be the case. Rather, the rotationa~threshold for the two-
dimensional pattern was determined by the perceived
direction of drift, and could not be predicted from a
consideration of the acuity for the spatio-temporal
parameters of the components. Of particular note was
the fact that the orientationthresholdfor a plaid that was
seen as driftingalong one of the principalmeridians,was
significantly lower than the orientation threshold for
either of the components from which it had been
constructed. Conversely, orientation acuity for a plaid
that was drifting along an oblique axis was less fine than
the acuity for either of the two componentspresented in
isolation.
A similar dissociation has also been found between
velocity incrementthresholdsfor an isolatedgrating, and
the thresholdfor the perceived rotation that is induced in
a plaid when a small asymmetry is introduced in the
velocities of the two components(Heeley & Buchanan-
Smith, 1994). If the speed of one of the two components
is increased by some small amount 6V, and the speed of
the other component is symmetricallydecreased by 6V,
the overall velocity of the plaid will be virtually
unchanged,but the patternwill appear to have undergone
a change in drift direction. It was found that perceptible
rotationsof a plaid pattern could be inducedby values of
6V of 47., which is less than half of the velocity
increment threshold estimated by conventional means
[e.g. McKee et al. (1986)].
These studies illustrate that the visual system has
access, at some level, to an encodedversionof the retinal
image that is not adequately described solely within the
Fourier domain [e.g. Wilson et al. (1992)].The fact that
globalorientationacuity for driftingplaids is determined
by the direction of drift and not the orientation of the
components points to the fact that it is the overall or
perceived organization of the pattern that determines
performance. These findings contrast sharply with the
perceptionof pattern speed where it has been shown that
the threshold for detecting a change in the speed of the
overall target is determined by the ability of the visual
system to detect a change in the baseline velocity of the
components(Welch, 1989).
The present study is a direct extension of the above
experiments. Pilot studies investigated the relationship
between orientation acuity for isolated sine-wave grat-
ings, and angle acuity for a plaid constructed from two
gratings at different orientations. It was predicted that
angle discriminationwould be anisotropic in the same
way that orientation acuity exhibits a meridional varia-
tion, and that angle discrimination thresholds could be
predicted from the orientation thresholds of the grating
components.
The pilot studieswere somewhat inconclusive,largely
due to the multiplicity of uncontrolled spatial cues that
could be used to mediate the task. For example, at angles
other than 90 deg, it is unclear whether the observers
were formingtheirjudgments on the moreobliqueor the
more obtuse of the two possible angles. However, there
were two facets of the data of interest. First, angle
discriminationthresholdscould not be predicted from the
thresholdsfor the individualgratings, and second, angle
thresholdsdo not show evidence of an “oblique effect”.
In order to avoid the problem of multiple cues, the
present experimentinvestigatedthe relationshipbetween
the ability of observers to discriminate a change in the
orientationof an isolatedstatic line, and the abilityof the
same observersto discriminatea change in the angle of a
V target that had been formed by the combinationof two
lines. If pattern perception is preceded by a stage of
component decompositionthat limits spatial acuities, it
would be predicted that angle acuity would show a
meridionalvariation that mirrors that found for isolated
lines. Angle thresholds should be higher when the
component lines fall on the oblique axes than when the
component lines fall on the principal axes. Further, this
type of decomposition model would also predict that
angle discrimination thresholds overall should be mod-
elled by simple summation of variance from the thresh-
oldsfor the isolatedcomponents.Our data showthat none
of these simple predictionscan be sustained.
GENERALMETHODS
Apparatus
Stimuliwere computedand displayedon a Sun SPARC
4/65 workstationfor Experiment 1 and on a Sun SPARC
IPX workstation for the remaining experiments. The
computer was also used to define the progress of the
experiment, accumulate the responses of the observers
and analyse the data. The stimuli were loaded into a
dedicated frame-buffer within the workstation, and
displayed on the face of a Tektronix GMA 201 high-
resolution video monitor. The display luminance was
calibrated with a Tektronix J16 digital photometer.
Contrastwas calibrated using the same photometerfitted
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with a telescope probe, and a 6.0 D close-up lens
mounted on the front of the telescope head. With this
arrangement an area ca 8 pixels square was imaged on
the active surface of the photometer. A chequerboard
pattern was displayedat differentcontrast levels within a
region of 512x 512 pixels. Each square of the chequer-
board subtended 16 x 16 pixels and was defined as a
nominallysymmetricalincreaseor decreasein brightness
from the mid-greyluminancelevel.The actual luminance
levels were measured for the central four squares of the
overall pattern.
The monitor had a P4 white phosphor and a back-
ground luminanceof 10.0cd/mz.All of the stimuli were
defined as increases in brightness from a constant
background level, and were displayed with maximum
contrast of 4.3, defined as:
(1)
~bkg
where L,.,, =maximum luminance <53cd/m2); Ll,kg=
background luminance (10 cd/m2).
A large opaque screen was attached to the face of the
monitor. The screen contained a circular aperture that
subtended 15deg at the viewing distanceof 114cm. The
stimuli were positioned centrally within this aperture.
The nominal length of the bar stimuli (and hence the
length of the legs of the V stimulus)was 1.75deg.
The display was viewed binocularly through natural
pupils in a darkened experimental chamber. No head
restraintwas employed,but the observerswere instructed
to maintain a fixed posture throughoutan experimental
trial. All stimulusintervalswere definedby a trapezoidal
temporal envelope of contrast. The rise and fall times of
the envelope were of 250 msec duration, separated by a
plateauof 250 msec duration.The temporalenvelopewas
implementedby manipulationof the colour lookup table
(LUT) of the frame-bufferdriving the display.
Observers
The observerswere one of the authors(HBS), and two
volunteers who were paid for their participation. The
volunteerswere unawareof the purposesof the study,but
had previousexperience in related psychophysicaltasks.
All observers were refracted professionallyprior to the
experiments and were found to be emmetropic,with no
astigmatism>0.25 D.
EXPERIMENT1. THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN
THE ORIENTATIONDISCRIMINATIONTHRESHOLD
FOR ISOIATED BARS AND ANGLEACUITY FOR V
STIMULI
The firstexperimentexploredthe relationshipbetween
conventional orientation acuity for isolated bar targets,
and angle acuity for V targets.
Orientationdiscriminationthresholdsfor bar targets
Methods and procedure. Orientation acuity for eight
different test axes (O, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270 and
315 deg) was estimated in a randomized blocks design.
The stimuliwere single, bright bars that had a Gaussian
luminanceprofile in a direction orthogonal to the major
axis. They extended radially from the centre of the
viewing area for a nominal distance of 1.75deg (see
below).The spatialdispersioncoefficientof the Gaussian
was 15 min arc. The bar was smoothly merged with a
circular Gaussian “blob” at the fixation point. The
contrast of the bars was 4.3.
Orientationthresholdswere determined by a modified
versionof the Methodof Constants.An experimentaltrial
comprised two consecutive stimulus intervals. One
interval contained a bar that lay along the desired test
axis (the “standard” stimulus) and the other interval
contained a bar whose orientation had been chosen at
random from a set of six possible values (the “test”
stimulus).The temporal order of “test” and “standard”
was varied at random from trial to trial. The six “test”
orientations were computed in advance of the experi-
ment, and were linearly and symmetricallyspaced about
the desired test axis. The range of the test set was
determined from pilot trials to encompass the 5–95%
performance points approximately. Each trial was
preceded by the presentationof a central small, circular,
“bulls-eye” target which was extinguishedca 100msec
prior to the commencement of the trapezoidal contrast
windowthat definedthe firstof the two intervalsof a trial.
In order to force a judgement that was based on the
actual orientations of the stimuli and thus obviate the
possibility that recognition mechanisms might mediate
the task (Heeley & Buchanan-Smith,1990)a small offset
was addedto the actualorientationof both intervalsof the
trial prior to display. The offset was constant within the
two intervalsof a trial, and was drawn at random from a
rectangular distribution of orientation with a width of
+5 deg. Similarly, the length of the stimuli was altered
randomly before each presentation by adding a small
offset drawn from a rectangulardistributionwith a range
of tO.3 deg. The offset of length was drawn indepen-
dently for the two intervalsof a trial.
For each trial, the task of the observer was to decide
whether the second interval appeared to be rotated
clockwise or anti-clockwise with respect to the first
interval. This decision was communicated to the
computerby one of two possiblebutton presses. A third
button press initiated the next trial. Visual feedback was
used to”inform the observer whether the response was
correct or incorrect. The complete experiment was self-
paced, and comprised 25 observationsfor each possible
pairing of the test and standard stimuli. The computer
accumulated the responses as judgments that the test
stimulus was perceived as rotated in an anti-clockwise
directionwith respect to the standard stimulus.
When testing had been completed, the orientation
discrimination thresholds were calculated from the
forced-choicedata using a modifiedversion of the Probit
method. A cumulative Gaussian transition function was
fitted to the data for each condition by an iterative
maximum-likelihood technique (Finney, 1971). The
iterative calculation was terminated when the estimate
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FIGURE 1. Discriminationthresholdsas a functionof test axis. Test axis is definedin o~hthalmiccoordinates.Each bar is the
mean threshold from three observers. (a) Orientation discrimination thresholds for single bars. (b) A comparison of angle
discrimination thresholds for the two component legs that have been combined to form the V stimuhrs: open bars, angle
thresholds (left-hand ordinate); cross-hatched bars, orientation discrimination thresholds for the single bars (right-hand
ordinate).
of the slope parameter
value derived on the
Threshold was defined
failed to differ by >0.5% of the
previous cycle of calculation.
as the reciprocal of the slope of
normalized probability against test orientation, and
corresponds to the difference between the 50% and
847. frequency-of-seeingpoints. In the few cases where
the standard error >109. of the estimate of the slope, an
additional experimental session was conducted that
comprised a further 150 observations.The experimental
protocol and range of stimulus values was identical to
that used in the first session. The results from the two
sessions were then combined and a new estimate of
orientation acuity derived from the combined data.
Results. Orientationthresholdswere obtainedfor eight
orientations of the bar target, comprising the four
principal and four oblique directions. The results are
illustrated in Fig. l(a), which shows the mean of the
thresholdsfor each of the eight axes tested, accompanied
by the appropriate standard errors. The data are
conventional in every way and confirm the many
previous published accounts of orientation acuity that
havebeen obtainedwith a wide rangeof stimuliwith both
static and drifting displays [e.g. Caelli et al. (1983);
Heeley & Buchanan-Smith (1992a,b, 1994); Heeley &
Timney (1988); Orban et al. (1984)]. Thresholds are
similar overall to those reported by these previous
authors in that they exhibit a marked meridional
anisotropy. The mean threshold value for the four
principal axes is 1.54deg, and for the four oblique axes
is 2.70 deg, with no evidence that performance differs
between the upper and lower hemi-retinae.These values
are closelycomparableto the findingsof previousreports
that have also employed random inter-trial orientation
jitter (Heeley & Buchanan-Smith, 1992b) and blurred
bars (Heeley & Buchanan-Smith,1996). The data show
that the observerscould detect a change in orientationon
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the principalaxeswhen the positionof the extremeend of
the bar had changedpositionby only 2.8 min arc. This is
a distanceof ca six photo-receptordiametersand is <109o
of the overall width of the target.
Angle discriminationthresholdsfor V-shaped targets
Procedure. Angle acuity was estimated for V targets
with a base angle of 90 deg, for four test axes (O,45, 90
and 135 deg). The “axis” of a target was defined as the
centre line of the V (the locus of all points that are
equidistantfrom the luminancemaximaof the two bars).
A single-intervaltwo-alternativeforced-choicetechnique
was used within a randomized blocks design. The
observers were confronted with a single presentation of
the stimulus. The included angle of the V target was
drawn at randomfrom one of six possiblevalues that had
been computed in advanceof the experimenton the basis
of pilot trials to encompass the 5–95Yoperformance
points approximately. The task of the observer was to
decidewhether the angle of the target was greater or less
than the unseen “standard angle”. This decision was
communicated to the computer by one of two possible
buttonpresses.A thirdbuttonpressinitiatedthe nexttrial.
The experimentwas self-pacedand used visualfeedback,
A completeexperimentalsessioncomprised25 presenta-
tions in random order of each of the six possible test
orientations. All observers were given training prior to
testing. The training trials commencedwith an exagger-
ated range of angularvalues, which graduallyconverged
throughoutthe training period to the experimental level.
The observers found the task to be intuitive and easy to
perform, and rapidly achieved stable responding.
Two controlswere introducedinto the methodologyto
force a judgement of angle, rather than allowing the
possibility that the task could be mediated by mechan-
isms that are sensitive to absolute spatial position.First,
the lengths of both legs of the target were varied
randomly over a range of t 0.28 deg. This prevented
the observer from detecting a change in the angle by
assessing changes in the Iength of a line interpolated
between the outer ends of the stimulus. The two
componentswere co-varied rather than varied indepen-
dentlyin order to maintainthe symmetricalappearanceof
the stimulus. Second, the actual axis of the target was
subject to an offset of orientation prior to presentation.
This offset was drawn at random from a rectangular
distributionwith a width of t5 deg.
The thresholdestimateswere derived from the forced-
choice responses that had been accumulated as “wider
than the standard”. The method of curve fitting, and the
definitionof threshold were as described above for the
orientationacuity experiment.
Results and discussion. The results from the angle
discriminationexperimentare illustratedin Fig. l(b). The
graph also includes selected orientation discrimination
thresholds from part (i) (a) for reference. Angle thres-
holds for the base angle of 90 deg are shownby the open
bars (left-hand ordinate), and the correspondingorienta-
tion discriminationthresholdsfor the componentlines in
isolationare shownby the cross-hatchedbars (right-hand
ordinate). The data are grouped by test axis. It is
emphasized that the orientation thresholds shown by
the cross-hatched bars are for the components that are
relevant to the V targets.They are not the thresholdsthat
are obtained for bars that have been tilted to what might
be taken to be the “orientations” shown on the abscissa.
There are two aspects of these data that attract
comment. First, there is no oblique effect or meridional
variation for angle acuity.The thresholdsobtainedon the
different test axes are essentially identical and do not
mirror the anisotropyin the orientationthresholdsfor the
components.Second, and most strikingly, it can be seen
that in all cases the angle discrimination thresholds are
actually lower than the threshold for detecting a change
in the orientationof the bar componentsfrom which the
targets are constructed.The error bars for the angle and
orientation thresholds fail to overlap on any of the test
axes. This pattern of results was confirmed by an
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The dependence of
thresholdon target type (isolated line vs V) was found to
be highly significant (P< 0.001). Angle thresholds for
the V targets do not differ significantlyas a function of
test axis [F(3d.f.) = 1.20, P =0.37) whereas the oblique
effect for the isolated lines is highly significant
(P= 0.012).
These findingssupportthe contentionof Bowne(1990)
and argue against an hierarchical model where orienta-
tion acuity is limitedby noisearisingat the early levelsof
processing that propagates to subsequent processing
stages. A model of this type would assume that
orientationdiscriminationthresholdsrepresent the base-
line precisionfor neural encodingof a contouror feature.
Logically then, the accuracy with which the angle
between two bars can be encoded should be predicted
by simple variance summation from the orientation
thresholds for the two bars themselves. This can be
illustrated for the case where the two components lie
along the principal axes (test axis = 45 deg). The mean
orientation threshold for the individual components is
1.54 deg. From variance summation, the threshold for
angle discrimination should therefore be
fi”l.54 = 2.18 deg. The data do not support this simple
prediction.The thresholdthat is actually found is <1 deg
and is, in fact lower than any of the orientation
thresholds.
A second factor that argues against a component
decompositionmodel concerns the lack of any meridio-
nal variation in angle acuity. Experiment 1 demonstrated
that orientationdiscriminationthresholdsare 75Y0higher
when the bar target is positioned along an oblique axis
than when the bar is on any one of the principalaxes.This
can be seen in the sample of data that is redrawn in Fig.
l(b). Referring again to this figure, the V stimuli that are
at Oand 90 deg comprisebars that lie along the obliques,
whereas the stimuli that are at 45 and 135 deg comprise
bars that lie along the principal axes. A component
decomposition model would therefore have to predict
that the angle thresholdsfor the former stimuli shouldbe
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at least 75% higher than the latter, and this is clearly not
the case.
There are two possible alternative explanations, at
least, for the fact that angle discriminationthresholdsare
lower than the orientation discriminationthresholds for
the bar components. A somewhat similar relationship
between the thresholdsfor a two componentpattern and
the threshold for the components in isolation has been
reported by both Wright and Gurney (1992) and
Derringtonand Badcock (1992) for the “lower threshold
of motion” of a two-dimensionalplaid, formedby adding
together two drifting sine-wave gratings of different
orientation. Both groups of authors have found that the
threshold for detecting motion for the plaid pattern is
lower than that for detecting motion in either of the
components when presented alone. Wright and Gurney
(1992) developeda two-stagemodel of motion detection
which has additive noise at the level of component
extractionor filtering,and additionaladditivenoiseat the
stage of combination.As they point out, a single drifting
grating of necessity, activates both levels. The resultant
motion vector is coincidentwith the component motion
vector for this class of stimulus. As a consequence, the
noise associated with the computation of the resultant
motion vector adds to the noise from the first stage of
filtering. However, when two gratings of differing
orientationare combined, the componentmotion vectors
and the resultant motion vector lie along different axes,
and it is only the noise that arises in the second stage that
propagates to the higher levels where the perceptual
decision is made. The signal to noise ratio is higher as a
consequence, and is reflected in the fact that motion
thresholds for plaids are lower than the equivalent
thresholdsfor gratings.
A modelof similar type couldbe appliedto the present
case. Information from the component filtering stage
propagates, in parallel, to multiple higher levels. One of
the second stage processes is concerned with the
extraction of contour orientation. Associated with this
computation is a certain degree of intrinsicnoise. When
this secondstagenoiseis summedwith the noisefrom the
filteringstage the resultantsets the limit for the precision
of orientation acuity.
An entirely separate and functionally distinct second
stage mechanism is concerned with combining orienta-
tion information from the first stage to compute the
geometrical properties of the retinal image. This
combinatorial process acts across the orientation plane.
There is no apriori reasonwhy the noise level associated
with this computationshouldbe in anyway similar to, or
correlated with that which determines the orientationof
individualfeaturesor contours.Clearly, angle acuity and
orientationacuitywould havea degreeof commonalityin
that both are limited to an extent by the noise from the
first stage that propagatesto the second. However, if the
noise that arises at the second stage is markedly greater
than that which arises at the first level of filtering then
the two types of thresholds would have independent
characteristics. A typical discrepancy might be the
meridional anisotropy which could be a distinguishing
feature of orientation and directional judgments.
Implicit in this idea is the concept of a rather extended
set of second stage mechanisms, each specialized for
different visual tasks. The exact manner in which the
overallvariance is partitionedbetween different levels of
processingremains a major experimental challenge.
There is some independent support for this type of
model. Bowne (1990)demonstratedthat the shape of the
function that relates contrast increment thresholds to
background contrast differs considerably from the
contrast function for orientation acuity. It is assumed
that the contrast incrementthresholddefinesthe intrinsic
signal-to-noiseratio at the initial level of filtering. The
lack of similarity in the shapes of the two functions
strongly suggests that the main limiting factor in
orientation perception does not lie at the level of initial
filtering.
Further, in a study that is conceptuallyvery similar to
the present experiment, we have shown elsewhere that
drift directionacuity for plaid stimulicannotbe predicted
from the orientation acuities of the two component
gratings (Heeley & Buchanan-Smith, 1992a). Plaids
exhibit a meridional variation in directional acuity,
unlikeangle acuity for the V targetsused here. However,
thresholdsare lower when the drift is along the principal
axes than when the drift is along one of the oblique axes.
This is despite the fact that in the former case the
components are positioned on the axis that is normally
associatedwith the highestthresholds.We concludedthat
the meridional anisotropy is a characteristic of higher
level combinatorialprocesses, and not that of the initial
filtering operation. The data from the Heeley and
Buchanan-Smith(1992a) study also provide support for
Bowne’s (1990) contention that error propagation from
early levels of processing is not the main limiting factor
in orientationacuity.
EXPERIMENT2. THE ANGLE-DISCRIMINATION
FUNCTIONFOR V STIMULI
Angle discriminationwith a jixed test axis
The data from Experiment 1 illustrate a clear
dissociationbetween component thresholds and pattern
thresholds. They do not, on their own, completely
exclude the possibilityof a meridionalvariation in angle
acuity. For example, there may be some form of floor
effect in acuity that affects the orthogonal angles in
particular. Further, Experiment 1 only examined acuity
for a single base angle and, therefore, gives no insight
into overall performance on the task. This second
experiment examined angle acuity for a range of base
angles on four different test axes.
Procedure.The procedure, experimentalmethodology
and observers were as described for of Experiment 1.
Angle acuity was estimated using a single interval, two-
alternativeforced-choicedesign,for ninebase angles(20,
40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160 and 180deg) and four test
axis (O,45, 90 and 135deg) using a randomized blocks
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FIGURE2. Angle discriminationthresholdsas a function of base angle for four different test axes. Mean of three observers.
Upper panel, test axis = Odeg (horizontal); second panel, test axis =45 deg; third panel, test axis= 90 deg (vertical); bottom
panel, test axis = 135deg.
design. Angle discriminationthresholdswere calculated
using the procedure outlined previously.
Results and discussion. The results are illustrated in
Fig. 2, which shows the mean thresholds for the three
observers as a function of base angle. Data obtained on
the different test axes are shown,vertically displaced, in
separate graphs.
The first,and most noticeableaspect of these results is
that the acuity for geometricangle exhibitsa pronounced
and characteristicvariation with base angle. Thresholds
are significantlylower when the base angle is close to
Odeg, 90 deg and 180deg than for any intermediate
angle. The cusp in acuity is particularly marked in the
region of 90 deg. This supports the findingsof a similar
type of experiment that demonstrated enhanced angle
acuity at 90 deg for intersectinglines (Regan & Hamstra,
1992).The mechanism that leads to the improvementin
acuity for this particular stimulus configuration is not
necessarily the same in the two different cases.
The sharp rise in acuity in a localized regionreinforces
the concern expressed earlier about the possibility of
“floor” effectsmaskinga meridionalvariation.However,
these data lead one to reject the possibilityof an oblique
effect in angleacuitybecause thefour curvesare aligned.
The abscissa in each panel is expressed in units of the
geometricangle, and not in retinal co-ordinates.The four
curves (reading the figure from top to bottom) should
have been successively displaced by 45 deg, in syn-
chrony with the change in test axis, if a meridional
variation in acuity had been present. There is absolutely
no evidence for this.
Finally, it is to be noted that the fact that the four
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FIGURE3. Anglediscriminationthresholdsas a functionof base anglefor targetswith a fixedtest axis, and targetswith random
variation of overall test orientation. Mean of three observers. (a) Randomorientation; (b) fixed orientation (mean of data in
Fig. 2).
curves for the different
angle arguesagainstany
test axes are aligned for base-
technicalartefactsin the display
or computer system causing the cyclical variation in
acuity estimates.The acuity for geometricangle depends
solely on base angle, is completely independentof the
orientationof the pattern, and is completely independent
of the acuity for detecting a change in the orientationof
the components. The worst acuity for geometric angle
thatwas obtainedwas 3.0 deg approximately.This is well
within the range of orientation discrimination perfor-
mance with isolated lines or gratings.
The independenceof geometric angle acuity from test
axis, and the cyclical shape of the function has two
implications.First it suggests that there are specialized
mechanismsfor encodingpattern geometryand that their
number might be strictly limited. Second, and perhaps
more surprising, the data appear to imply that these
mechanismsoperate at the level of an “object centred”
descriptionof the image, and that this reference frame is
not tied to the retinalco-ordinatesof the observer.Bothof
these implications indicate that a substantial amount of
pattern processingmust have occurred prior to the stage
of image discrimination.
Angle discrimination
In the previous
with a randomizedtest axis
experiments, the stimulus was
positioned about the test axis with a relatively small
offset of orientation (5 deg). Although the offset was
changed from presentation to presentation, the average
axis was constant. There was therefore a residual
possibilitythat a form of averagingwas occurring during
the experimentalsession and that the observersmight be
mediatingthe task by a form of positionjudgement of the
bars against some “mean internal standard” rather than
basing their judgement on the geometric angle itself. In
order to exclude this possibility, angle thresholds were
estimatedas a functionof base angle for targets that were
presented with a completely random orientation.
Procedure. Acuity estimates were obtained for nine
base angles(20, 40,6080,90,100,120,140 and 160 deg)
using the single interval, two-alternative forced-choice
design that was described previously. The overall test
axis was chosen at random across the full range of
360 deg prior to each stimulus presentation. The
observers had no cue to pattern orientation prior to an
individualtrial. The 180 deg test conditionwas excluded
from this studydue to the fact that, with a randompattern
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orientationan observercannotconsistentlydeterminethe
sign of the angular deviation. All other conditions of
testing, protocol and feedback were as described for
Experiment 2.
Results and discussion. The results are illustrated in
Fig. 3. Bothpanelsshowthe acuityfor geometricangleas
a function of base angle. Figure 3(a) illustrates the data
that were obtained when the test axis was varied
randomly from trial to trial. Each data point is the mean
of the three observers. Figure 3(b) illustrates the mean
thresholds across the four fixed test axes from Fig. 2
(n= 12), for reference purposes.
There is a certainoveralldecreasein angleacuitywhen
the test axis is randomizedalthoughthe regionof highest
precision close to 90 deg is affected less than inter-
mediateangles.This reductionin the precisionof angular
judgments possibly has its origin in the fact that
perceived angular size dependson the overallorientation
of the pattern, at least for V stimuliof 90 deg. Weene and
Held (1966) demonstrated a cyclical pattern with
orientation of the constant error associatedwith placing
an angular bisector within a right angle. The effect was
quite large, reaching almost 5 deg at maximum and was
interpreted by these authors as a change in the apparent
angle on one side of the bisector. This phenomenal
change in perceived angle, if distributedover many trials
at randomlychosen orientationswould have the effect in
the present experiment of raising the estimated thresh-
old.*
The overall, if slight, loss of precision might also be
due to attentionalfactors.The observerhad no indication
of the exact axis of presentation and could easily have
been attending to the incorrect portion of the display.
Display duration was deliberately kept short. An
explanationthat is based on visual attentionmight easily
be tested by providing the observer with an unlimited
inspection interval that was self terminating. We have
not, as yet, conducted this study. However, what is
immediately apparent is that the cyclical shape of the
function is retained. This reinforces the view that was
expressed above, that geometric angle is encoded by a
mechanism that operates in an object centred frame of
reference. With the randomizationof test axis, it is not
possiblefor the observer to mediate the task by any form
of absolutepositionjudgement.
EXPERIMENT3. THE EFFECT OF TARGETCOMPO-
NENT LENGTH ON ANGLE DISCRIMINATION:
WHAT CONSTITUTESA V?
The theoreticalcontextthat hasbeen emphasizedso far
is one that is based on a filtering concept, and that
assumesthat the neuralcomputationsare performedin an
abstract space that embodiesa co-ordinatesystem,based
on the filter characteristics [e.g. Thomas (1983)].
However, other authors have recently proposed a quite
different perspective from which to view the task of
*We are grateful to an anonymousreviewer for bringing this study to
our attention.
spatial vision [e.g. Marr & Hildreth (1980); Watt &
Morgan(1985);Heitger et al. (1992)].They supposethat
the task of early filtering operations is to generate a
spatially mapped, symbolic description of the retinal
image.Within this framework,spatialacuitiesare limited
by the precision of this representation, although neither
the model of Marr and Hildreth (1980) nor the more
elaborate schemesadvancedby Watt and Morgan (1985)
or Heitger et al. (1992) make any explicit predictions
regarding meridionalvariations in acuity.
In these models, line segments themselves are not
directly encoded but are inferred (or interpolated) from
spatial “place markers” that symbolically encode,
amongst other attributes, the position of the ends of the
lines (Howard, 1982;Wenderoth, 1983). In the case of a
V target there would be three such place markers that
correspond to the centre of the target and the outermost
extremitiesof the two legs.Again, as with the meridional
variation in orientationacuity, none of the space domain
models that have been proposed so far would predict the
existenceof a cyclicalvariation in angle acuitywith base
angle. Notwithstandingthis difficulty,we have indirectly
tested the applicabilityof a spacedomainmodelof acuity
for spatial arrangementby introducinga discontinuityat
the centre of the stimulus.
The stimuli that were used were V targets, similar to
those employed in Experiment 2. They were modified
such that the lines that defined the two legs of the V
terminated at a position that was not at the centre of the
display. This introduces a marked gap in the target. A
computational model that is based on spatial mapping
would generate “place tokens” at the ends of the lines
and be forced to interpolateline segmentsbetween these
tokenizedrepresentations.Even if a specializedmechan-
ism for the three token case for discriminating angles
were available to the system, the discontinuity would
result in the individuallines being computed first with a
subsequentstage of processing being necessary to form
the judgement of angle. As a consequence, angle
thresholds should be higher when there is a clearly
noticeable gap in the centre of the target and should
exhibitan anisotropythat is determinedby the orientation
of the interpolatedline segmentsthat form the legs of the
target.
Methods and procedure. Angle discriminationthresh-
olds for vertical targets were determined using the
procedures, observers and method of data analysis that
have been described above. The stimuli were similar to
those used previously,with three base angles (45, 90 and
135 deg) and six “gap sizes” (0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and
0.6 deg), where the “gap size” defines the angular
distance between the inner end of the component leg of
the V and the centre of the display. The overall pattern
diameter was subjected to jitter, as in the previous
experiments, with the gap size held constant. The 18
different conditionswere tested in a randomized blocks
design.These experimentswere conductedon a Sun IPX
workstation, with the stimuli displayed on the mono-
chrome monitor screen.
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FIGURE4. Angle discriminationthresholdsat three selected base angles (45, 90 and 135deg) as a functionof the size of the
central gap in the target. Mean of three observers.
Results and discussion.The data are illustratedin Fig.
4, which shows the mean angle threshold from the three
observersas a functionof base angle for the six different
gap sizes. A two-way ANOVA confirmed the overall
impression that is gained from visual inspection of the
data namely, that introducing a gap has no effect on
threshold (F = 0.328, P =0.893), that the effect of base
angle is significant(F = 23.46,P <0.01) and that there is
no interaction between the effects of gap size and base
angle (F = 0.881, P =0.559). A Neuman Keuls multiple
comparisonspost hoc test confirmed that the thresholds
for the 90 deg conditionwere lower than either of the 45
and 135deg conditions.What appearsto be critical in this
experiment is that the observer is able to determine that
the segmentsof the two legs have a definableorientation.
We have found in other experiments that it is not the
absolutelength of the components,but rather the relative
geometry that is important (Heeley & Buchanan-Smith,
1996).
Althoughthese resultslead to a rejectionof a relatively
straightforwardspatiallybased model of angle discrimi-
nation they do have important implications for filter
based models as well. It might have been supposed that
one general type of filter for geometrical arrangement
could have properties similar to end-stopped hyper-
complex cells [e.g. Gilbert (1977); Henry et al. (1978)].
However, if such mechanisms had been mediating the
present task, some reduction in efficiency would be
apparent when the componentsof the target start to fall
outsideof the receptivefieldof the neuralchannel.As can
be seen from the data, thresholds are invariant over an
extremely large range of gap size with no evidence of a
decrease in acuity even for the most extreme stimulus
arrangement. It is our contention that this finding,
combined with the invariance with test axis, rules out
explanations that are based on computations that are
performed on the outputsof a single stage of filtering.
EXPERIMENT4. ANGLE DISCRIMINATIONWITH A
THREE-BLOBTARGET
The relationship between orientation acuity, and the
precision with which geometric angle can be discrimi-
nated was examined in a recent paper by Snippe and
Koenderink (1994), that was published after the above
experimentshad been largely completed.The underlying
theoretical motivation for their study was somewhat
different from ours in that it was aimed at providing
baselinedata for modellingthe perceptionof opticalflow.
As a consequence, Snippe and Koenderink employed a
stimulus arrangement that was different from that
described for the present experiments, and which
comprised a pattern of four black dots on a white
background.Their stimulus is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The dot labelled F was the fixationpoint. The task of
the observer was to compare LAFB and / BFC and
decidewhich of the two was greater. Variation of 1 AFB
was combined with a conventional psychophysical
procedure to determine the angle discriminationthresh-
old. Various controlswere incorporated,such as random
variation on the inter-dot distances, to prevent the task
//////
\
. \ \ \
“8 ~
FIGURE 5. Illustration of the type of target used by Snippe and
Koenderink(1994) in their studies of angle discrimination. Redrawn
from their Fig. 1,
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FIGURE6. Orientationacuity in deg as a functionof test axis. (a) Imaginarytest line interpolatedbctwccn two bright blobs;
(b) comparisondata from Heeley and Timney (1988).
being solved as a purely spatial or distance judgement.
Note that therewere no lines in the displaythatphysically
joined AF, BF or CF.
The threshold estimates that were obtained are some-
what higher than those reported in the present experi-
ments and were in the range 2.0-9.0 deg. Of critical
importanceis the fact that Snippeand Koenderink(1994)
also note that angle acuity depends on base angle.
However, in their experimentsthe dependenceof acuity
on base angle is profoundly influenced by the overall
orientation of the target. When the axis defined by the
interpolated line FB was horizontal, the pattern of their
data was identical in virtually all respects to that which
we report in Fig. 3. However, when FB was oriented on
the 45 deg obliqueaxis the data were best describedby a
shallow,invertedU with the worst acuitybeing foundfor
90 deg targets.
The conclusion drawn by Snippe and Koenderink is
diametrically opposed to ours. In their study they
demonstrate that angle acuity for their type of target is
predicted from the orientation acuity for the individual
elements. In other words, when the lines that are
interpolatedbetween A & F and C & F fall on oblique
meridians, angle acuity will always be lower than when
the componentsfall on the principalmeridiansdue to the
meridional anisotropy in the encodirw of orientation.
This effect is quite independentof the o;erall orientation
and shape of the stimulus.
The discrepancybetween the resultsof the Snippe and
Koenderinkexperimentsand those reported abovecan be
resolved if it is assumed that there are (at least) two
separate types of mechanisms that can be involved in
orientationand angle perception,and that these mechan-
isms have differentcharacteristics.Snippe and Koender-
ink (1994) distinguish between “purely local” and
“multi-local” coding in a manner that it similar to the
distinctionthat we have made between a “filtering” type
of mechanism and one that is based on a code derived
from a spatially mapped symbolic description of the
stimulus.A “purely local” mechanism is conceived as a
form of filter that responds to angles, whereas a “multi-
local” method of coding is an hierarchical system that
commences with the symbolic representation of the
spatialarrangementof the critical features, the generation
of interpolatedlines, and finallythe computationof angle
from the interpolated segments. The data that we have
presented are compatiblewith a “purely local” filter and
we hypothesizethat this type of filter is only stimulatedto
any significantdegree when the target contains explicit
lines or segmentsof lines. When the target is constructed
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FIGURE 7. Angle discrimination thresholds as a function of base angle. (a) Three blob target; (b) comparison data from
Fig. 3(b),
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strategy comes into force. This commences with the
generationof an explicitorientationcode for the different
interpolated line elements. The process is susceptibleto
the oblique effect that is universally found in studies of
orientation discrimination.The angle of the stimulus is
not coded directly but is derived from the set of
orientationcodes.
We tested the hypothesisof two separate mechanisms
in the next experiment,which was conceptuallysimilarto
the Snippe and Koenderink study. There are several
methodological and technical differences between their
studyand thatwhichwe reporthere. Of prime importance
is the fact that our experiment was conducted using the
same apparatus, observers and psychophysicalmethods
as that in Experiments 1, 2 and 3 and therefore enablesa
direct comparison to be made of acuity for differing
target types.
The overall logic of the study was identical to
Experiment 1. The first part of the experimentestimated
orientationacuity for “line targets” in a manner identical
to that described previously,only in this case the “line”
was definedby two brightblobs positionedat the ends of
an imaginaryline, that extendedradiallyfromthe fixation
point. The luminance profile of the blobs was a radial
peak contrast of ~.3. All other details of the procedure
were as for Experiment 1.
Results. Orientationacuity, estimatedfor a “two blob”
target, is illustrated as a function of the test meridian in
Fig. 6(a).Figure6(b)contains,for referencepurposes,the
orientationdiscriminationthresholdsobtainedby Heeley
and Timney (1988) for sine-wave gratings, averaged
acrossthree spatialfrequenciesand four observers.There
are two salient aspects to these data. First, although the
data with the “two-blob” targets are rather noisy,
orientation discrimination on any meridian is virtually
as acute for this type of displayas for sine-wavegratings.
This was not entirely to be expected for statistical
reasons. The sinewave targets contain multiple repli-
cations of the orientationand, therefore, one might have
expectedacuity to be finerbecause of a simpleprocessof
variance reduction, in much the same way that spatial
frequencyacuity improvesas the numberof cycles in the
display is increased [e.g. Heeley (198, 1991);Heeley &
Thompson (1989)]. Second, the data for the “two-blob”
targets exhibit a clear meridional anisotropy which is
entirelyconventionalin every way with the lowestacuity
found for stimuli that are on the oblique meridians.
The second part of the experiment estimated angle
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acuity for a vertical,V-shapedtarget that comprisedthree
Gaussian “blobs”, similar to the arrangement 1 BFC in
Fig. 6. The methodologyand data analysiswere identical
to that employed in Experiments 1 and 2. The data are
illustrated in Fig. 7(a). Figure 7(b) reproduces the
averages from Fig. 3(b) for comparison. Although the
best acuities for the two different types of targets (three
blobs vs two lines) are closely similar it is clear that the
shape of the function that relates angle discriminationto
base angle differs substantially for the two conditions.
The “three blob target” data are best described by an
inverted U-shaped function which corresponds to the
results describedby Snippe and Koenderink(1994).The
thresholds that we report here are somewhat lower than
theirs, and the function in Fig. 7(a) is steeper. There are
some differences(noted above) between our display and
theirs, and we employed a slightly different psychophy-
sical technique. We do, however, confirm their overall
finding that acuity is worst in the broad region around
90 deg. The data do not follow the marked “M” shape
found when the target comprises two lines.
GENERALDISCUSSION
Taken together, the data provide support for the
contentionexpressedabove that there exist two, separate
and functionally distinct mechanisms that the visual
system can employ in an angle discriminationtask, one
that is based on a “multi-local” strategy that is
characterized by the computationof a spatially mapped,
symbolicdescriptionof the retinal image, and the second
type of mechanism that is functionally “purely local”,
where discriminationoccurs between representationsof
the image in an abstract “angle space”.
In the case of the three blob target the stimulus is
represented by a “multi-local” strategy. Spatial tokens
are generated that encode the locations of the blobs.
Oriented line segments are then interpolated between
these tokens, and the angle of the target is derived at a
higher level by a computation that compares these
interpolatedsegments.A miminalchange in angle occurs
when the encodingof the difference in orientationof the
interpolated segments exceeds the signal-to-noiseratio
that limitsorientationdiscriminationfor two blob stimuli.
It is evident that the process that generates the
interpolated segments exhibits the classical meridional
anisotropy and that this has an effect on the angle
discrimination thresholds that depend on the overall
orientationand configurationof the target.
We are assuming here that the interpolation process
involves the operation of a set of mechanisms that are
different from those that respond to an actual line
segment. In other words, in contrast to the computation-
ally based theories [e.g. Marr & Hildreth (1980);Watt &
Morgan (1985)], we propose that the set of filters or
“orientation detectors” are only stimulated to a sig-
nificantextent when the stimuluspossessesan extended
contour. These mechanisms therefore do not have any
influence in the two blob and three blob experimental
situationsas they are understimulated.
t
FIGURE8. Illustrationof a model for angle perception.There are two
filters, responding maximally to 180deg and 90 deg, respectively.
Their inputs are the summationof the outputsof low level orientation
specific neurons, across space in the case of the 180deg filter and
across orientationin the case of the 90 deg filter. The outputs of these
two angle filters converge in an inhibitory manner on a higher level
neural system that encodes image geometry as the relative activity
level of these two secondstage mechanisms.Discriminationthreshold
dependson the shape of the output functionof this third stage system.
The situation with a two-line target is somewhat less
straightforwardthan the case of three blob target as there
are two possible routes by which discrimination could
occur, correspondingto two coding regimes. It must be
assumed that some form of spatially based encoding
takes place, with spatial tokens being generated at
positions that correspond to the ends of the lines, and
possibly also at the centre. As a consequence it would
also have to be assumed that interpolated line segments
are generated, as in the case of the three blob target.
However, the fact that the target contains extended lines
provides strong stimulationfor an early level of filtering
by putative orientation detectors. The operation of two
separate systems in the case of simple line targets might
also explain some of the paradoxical effects of orienta-
tion dependence in the case of the simultaneoustilt
illusion (Wenderoth & White, 1979). We assume
specifically that subsequent summation of the outputs
of appropriate groupings of these filters takes place to
synthesize “angle detectors”. Discrimination perfor-
mance is best understood in terms of activity within an
abstract “angle space” that is analogousto the “orienta-
tion space” used to describe the coding and discrimina-
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experimental data. (a) Response profile of filter centred at 90 deg; (b) response profile of filter centred at 180deg, with
secondaryresponse at Odeg.
tion of orientation [e.g. Howard (1982); Regan &
Beverley (1985a);Thomas et al. (1982)]. In this context,
the patternof the data in Fig. 7 suggeststhat a pure spatial
codingstrategy is almostalwayseither a less precise,or a
noisier, method of encoding spatial geometry than one
involving synthesized “receptive fields”, because angle
discrimination thresholds for two line stimuli are in
general lower than the correspondingthresholdsobtained
with three blob targets. With the two-line stimulus
arrangement that we employed, angle discrimination is
dominated by the system based on a “purely local”
strategy even though there is also a parallel encoding in
the space domain.
The cyclical function for angle discrimination that is
revealed by the present experiments is intriguingly
similar in some respects to the shape of the function that
relates orientation discriminationthresholdsto test axis,
where it is found that thresholdsare lowest at O,90 and
180 deg, with a similarlysteep cusp in the function in the
regionsof highestacuity [e.g. Heeley & Timney (1988)].
There are important differences between these two
acuities. Orientation discrimination appears to be tied
to a gravitational reference frame (Buchanan-Smith &
Heeley, 1993), which for most experimental arrange-
ments coincides with retinal coordinates,although there
is some evidence that this might depend critically on the
exact nature of the task (Chen & Levi, 1995). Expla-
nationsof the obliqueeffect in orientationperceptionthat
are based on axis-dependentchangesin neuralpopulation
densityare thereforequestionable[e.g. Mansfield(1974);
Mansfield& Ronner (1978); Orban & Kennedy (1981)].
Despite this reservation,it is clear that orientationacuity
for isolated, one-dimensionalstimuli proceeds within an
observercentred frame of reference. In completecontrast
to the “observer centred” behaviour of orientation
discrimination,angle discriminationseems to be mapped
onto a frame of reference that is object centred, in much
the same way that the response vigour of some face-
selective cortical neurons is independent of the orien-
tation of the stimulus (Hasselmo et al., 1989). The
regions of high and low acuity depend entirely on the
stimulusconfigurationand are completelyindependentof
absolute target orientation.
The cyclical pattern of angle discrimination might
reflect the operation of a mechanism that combines the
output of cells with elongated receptive fields, similar to
simple cells, and cells with end-stoppedreceptive fields.
However, what characterizes both of these cell popula-
tions is that they possess classically defined receptive
fields that are mapped onto a frame of reference that is
defined in terms of retinal co-ordinates.The psychophy-
sical data that are presented here would require that the
distributionof these cell populationswas isotropic and
homogeneous and in any case angle acuity appears
unaffectedwhen the stimulusarrangementis such that it
would fall outsideof a classicallydefinedreceptive field.
In a recent seriesof studies,Fosterand Ward (1991a,b)
have highlighted an important discrepancy between the
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FIGURE10.Outputsof the opponentstage of processing.(a) Outputof the opponentstage to illustrate the effect of inputnoise;
(b) first derivative of the output of the opponentstage.
classical obliqueeffect of orientationdiscriminationthat
we have discussed above, and the anisotropic perfor-
mance of human observers in locating an oriented line
element target on a maskingbackgroundof line elements
of slightly different orientation. They showed that the
detectabilityof the line target did not simply depend on
the overall orientation of the display, as would be
predicted from a simple mode! of the oblique effect that
proposes an axis-dependent change in the ability to
encodestimulusorientation.Rather,what they foundwas
that human performanceon this task can be modelledby
a system that possesses just two orientation selective
filterswith orientationband-widthsof about 30 deg. One
filter is shownto have a verticalpreferredorientationand
the other a horizontal preferred orientation. Foster and
Ward (1991a) demonstrated that two filters whose
outputs are combined appropriatelywill yield a sensitiv-
ity function that has maxima at the preferred orientations
of the NO filters and steep minima at intermediate
orientations. The model predictions correspond extre-
mely closely to the experimentaldata. We explorebelow
the possibilityof modelling angle discriminationwith a
similarly limited set of underlyingmechanisms.
A model of the coding of stimulusgeometry
The overall shape of the function that describes the
data that have been presented here differs in one
important respect to that in the Foster and Ward
(1991a)study, namely that angle discriminationexhibits
pronouncedminima in thresholdsrather than in sensitiv-
ity. Nevertheless, it is possible to devise a psychophysi-
cally plausible model within the general filter based
family that dependson the operationof mechanismsthat
are sensitive to geometric angle, and whose outputs are
combined in an inhibitory manner, analogous to the
model proposed as an account of orientation perception
[e.g. Regan & Beverley (1985a);Regan & Price (1986)].
The model is illustrated in Fig. 8. We suppose that
there exist just two filters that are responsiveto stimulus
geometry in contrast to the multiple, overlappingsystem
of filters that are assumed to exist, for example, in the
orientation and spatial frequency domains (Howard,
1982). From a theoreticalperspective, the angle domain
must thereforebe consideredto be under-sampled.These
filters can be considered as a “second stage” of
processingthat is at a level beyond that of striate cortex.
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FIGURE11.Modelcurves, fittedto the data illustratedin Fig.3(b).Solidcurve,scaled, unsignedfirstderivativeof the outputof
the opponentstage; dashed curve, model fitted to the data to optimize all the free parameters (see text).
The filters sum the inputs from an earlier level of
orientationspecificcoding that is presumed to be retino-
topically mapped. As such, they have much in common
with the second or higher stage “collector units” that
have been described recently by Moulden (1994) for
detecting the presence of co-linear line segments
embedded in masking noise.
One filter is assumed to sum algebraically the
responses of two striate cortex units with elongated
receptive fields (bar detectors)with mutually orthogonal
preferred orientations. This will be referred to as a
“90 deg detector”. The second filter performs a similar
process of summationbetween bar detectors, except that
in this case the first stage units are consideredto possess
receptive fields that are co-linear with their major axis.
This forms a straight line or “180 deg detector” (Grieve
& Sillito, 1991).The outputsof these second stage units
then converge in a mutually inhibitory manner onto a
higher order mechanism that encodes their relative
activity levels.
A more formalmodelof thishierarchicalsystemcan be
devised and fitted to the experimental data. The
sensitivity profile of the two angle filters was modelled
as a Gaussianof stimulusangle(0),with a preferredangle
of p and a spread coefficientof a. The Gaussianresponse
profile describes the manner in which the filter output
varies as the angleof the target is changed.The preferred
angles were fixed at 90 and 180deg, and the spread
coefficient(halfwidth at half height)was fixedat 30 deg.
This figure is based on the assumption that the “angle
filters” are defined by the summation of two spatial
mechanisms lower in the visual processing hierarchy,
with bandwidthsof 15 deg (Thomas & Gille, 1979).
A further assumption was made that the “180 deg
filter” will give some response to a stimuluswith a base
angle that approaches Odeg. This response will of
necessity be very much reduced compared to that
generated by the more elongated (180 deg) stimulus.
This was modelled as a secondary response, centred at
Odeg with a relative response level to be determined by
fitting:
‘l=exp{-(gJ:(2)
‘2=a1”exp{-(o~
(3)
R.= response of nth filter, VI= 90.0, p2 = 180.0,
P3 n 0.0, 0 n 30.O deg, 9 = angle of target, al and a2 are
scaling constants.
The outputs of the two filters are combined at a third
stage in an inhibitorymanner:
R~iff z RI – R2 (4)
The response profilesof the two “angle filters” (Rl and
R2) are illustrated in Fig. 9. Figure 9(a) shows the
sensitivity to angle for the filter centred at 90 deg, and
Fig. 9(b) the sensitivity of the filter centred at 180 deg,
with the secondary response at Odeg. The actual
amplitudes of the response functions are derived from
curve fitting (see below). The functionRdiffis illustrated
in Fig. IO(b).
Psychophysical thresholds must be related in some
manner to the functionRdiff.The most obvious assump-
tion mightbe that discriminationthresholdsare related to
the rate of changeor firstderivativeof the signalfunction
[e.g. Howard (1982); Regan (1982b);Regan & Beverley
(1985a)].This is intuitivelyappealingas it simply asserts
that the highest acuity is obtained when the neural
representation of the property-to-be-discriminated is
changing most rapidly. However, inspection of the
function R~i~~in Fig. IO(a) immediately indicates that
this straightforwarddiscriminationmodel does not apply
at all in the present case. The first derivativewill be at a
minimumat O,90 and 180deg, and yet the experimental
results indicatethat it is these anglesthat have the highest
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acuity. The defect with the simple model is that it does
not take into account the effects of input noise. An
alternative is to assumethat thresholdreflectsthe signal-
to-noiseratio of the outputof the opponentprocess,Rdiff.
There is some independent support for this hypothesis
from angle matching experiments, where it has been
foundthat the standarddeviationof a set of matchingdata
is markedly higher when the angle to be matched is
160 deg than when it is 20 deg (Wenderoth & Johnson,
1982).
Returning to the model that is being proposed, if the
actual processof combiningthe outputsof the two angle
filters is effectively noiseless in comparison to the noise
that propagatesfrom earlier stagesin thevisualhierarchy,
then the uncertainty in the output will be determined
solely by noise at the input. The function defines the
manner in which the output varies with stimulus angle
(0). The slope of this function therefore defineshow the
level of noise in the output of the combinatorialprocess
varies for a fixed level of uncertainty in the neural
representationof 6. This is illustrated in Fig. IO(a).The
effect of noise is shown as the mappingof a fixedband of
uncertainty (do) in the representation of the stimulus
angle onto the output function(R1– Rz) for two different
angles. We assume that this “band of uncertainty”
representsthe range of values of the neural signalsat the
input to the second stage differencing mechanism,
averaged over some relatively short period of time. It
can be seen that the effective noise in the output is very
much lower when the angle-to-be-discriminatedis in the
region of 90 deg (6R,4) than when the angle is in the
region of 130 deg (6Rf3).In other words, the slope of the
difference functionsets the signal-to-noiseratio and thus
definesthe thresholdfunction.The slopeOfRdiff(the first
derivative) is illustrated in Fig. IO(b).According to this
model, threshold will be related to the unsigned first
derivativeof Rdiff,the third stage output:
where:
-=a1”(v2~e)’”exp{-(o~~’)26R2M
‘a2”(p3~o)”exp{-(o~~’)2}
The threshold function is defined as:
[16RdiffThd = a. + as . abs ~
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
*Weare grateful to D. Levi,D. Reganand their collaborators,for their
courtesyin makingpre-publicationcopies of their papers available
to us for study and analysis.
where a. is a vertical offset of the overall curve and is
assumed to reflect the sum of other noise processes,
including the response and decision stages, a3 is an
arbitrary scaling constant.
The thresholdfunction [Eq. (8)] was fitted to the angle
discrimination data obtained with fixed test axes,
averaged across all four test conditions [Figs 2 and
3(b)]. The curve fitting optimized three free parameters:
1. the vertical offset of the function (aO);
2. the scaling factor (a3);and
3. the relativeamplitudesof the major and minor lobes
of the sensitivity function of the 180 deg filter (al/
aJ.
All other parameterswere fixed,as describedabove. The
curve fitting used the Marquardt-Levenburg algorithm,
based on an iterative least-squaresprocedure. The result
of the curve fitting procedure to optimize three
parameters on ten data is shown as the solid curve in
Fig. 11. It can be seen that the model provides an
excellentfit to the data and even captures the more subtle
aspectssuch as the slightasymmetryin the data aboutthe
90 deg angle.The interruptedline illustratesthe resultsof
fitting a model to optimize additionally the “preferred
angles” and bandwidths of the filters. There is,
unsurprisingly, little improvement in the accuracy of
the fitof the theoreticalcurve to the data to be gained and
this merely illustratesthat the initialparameterswere set
at levels that were close to optimum.
Recent studies
After the experiments and the analyses described
abovehad been completed,and during the period that the
present manuscriptwas under review, it was brought to
our attention that two completely separate but closely
related works had been accepted for publication by
Vision Research.* Both are germane to the present
experimentsas both address the issue of the relationship
between orientation acuity and angle acuity. Both reach
broadlysimilarconclusionsto our own and, in the case of
one study, obtain acuity functions that are remarkably
similar to those that we report here.
Regan et al. (1996) employed a psychophysical
techniquevery similar to our own to estimate, in separate
experiments, the acuity for orientation for thin bright
lines 0.7 deg in length on a dark background and the
acuity for V angle for a pattern formed by the
superposition of such two radial lines. Care was taken
in the latter experimentto exclude the possibilitythat the
observerscould mediate the angle discriminationtask by
the use of extraneouscues. No systematicexplorationof
the effects of test axis was conducted for the V target.
However, their results are similar to ours in that they also
could demonstrate that angle acuity was finer than
orientation acuity, and they reach a similar conclusion,
namely that angle acuity cannot be predicted from the
orientationdiscriminationthresholdsof the components.
There is one substantialdifferencebetween their data and
ours in that the angle acuity function that describes the
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dependence on base angle is, if somewhat irregular,
essentiallyflat. They do, however, report that analysisof
a sample of their data indicates that the difference in
thresholdsbetween a target with a base angle of 90 deg
and a target with a base angle of 145 deg is statistically
significant.
The study reported by Chen and Levi (1996) is more
closely similar to our Experiments 1 and 2. They again
estimatedangle acuity for V targetsconstructedfrom two
bright lines superimposed on a dark background for
vertical and one oblique orientation of the target, and
compared this with orientationdiscriminationthresholds
for the component lines presented in isolation. The
psychophysical technique that they used was more
sophisticated and complex than the straightforward
method of constantsused in the present study. However,
despite the differences in methods and stimulus types
between the Chen and Levi experiments and ours, the
data that they report bear a striking similarity in form to
ours, as exemplifiedby Fig. 11 (above). The similarities
may
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
be summarized as:
angle acuity could not be predicted from a knowl-
edge of the orientationacuityfor the two component
lines presented in isolation;
angle acuity was found to be a complex functionof
base angle;
the results were essentially independent of the
overall orientationof the target;
the anglediscriminationfunctioncouldbe described
as an inverted W with a cusp at 90 deg and best
acuity close to Oand 180 deg; and
the angle discriminationfunctionwas asymmetric.
Chen and Levi also present a model of the underlying
mechanism that might generate this complex type of
discrimination curve but it differs considerably from
ours. It is based on a complex interactionof two Weber’s
Law regimes, coupled with a separate system based on
low level orientationcoding to explain the localized dip
in acuity at 90 deg. [t is not possible with the data
currently available to decisively choose between their
model and ours.
However, we note that the model that is described by
our Eq. (8) can provide a reasonablefit to their data. We
have re-plotted the results from their three observersand
two test axes (shownin their Fig. 3) in theAppendix(Fig.
Al) The standarderrors (typifiedby the vertical lineclose
to the ordinate) are markedly greater than ours as might
be predicted from the lower number of data samples at
each point, and this is exacerbatedby the fact that one of
their observers (SC) returned lower thresholds overall
than the other two observers.Neverthelessit can be seen
that the overall form of the acuity function is virtually
identical to that which we have presented above. Our
derivativefiltermodelhas then been fittedto their data in
an identical manner to that described above, by
constraining the parameters for the preferred angle and
width coefficientsof the underlyingfiltersand permitting
the scaling and displacement coefficients to vary. The
coefficients that result from the fitting operation are
tabulated in Table Al with those derived from fittingthe
model to our data for comparison. The model curve
providesan excellentfit to the Chen and Levi results,and
passes within the error bars for each datum. Further
improvementsin the goodnessof fit could potentiallybe
acheived by optimizing the other filter coefficients,but
there are insufficient data available to support this
number of degrees of freedom.
The Chen and Levi results are of considerable
importance for our current arguments as they provide
confirmationof the shape of the acuity function and the
independenceof this functionwith respect to test axis. It
is unclearwhy there is a discrepancybetween the Regan
et al. (1996) results and both the Chen and Levi data and
ours. There are well documented individual differences
in orientationacuity [e.g. Heeley & Timney (1988)] and
markeddifferencesin the levelsof individualprecisionin
the data presented by Chen and Levi. We may assume
that similar differencesmay be masking the shape of the
function in the Regan et al. case.
Physiologicalbasis
The physiologicalbasis of the hierarchicalsystem that
we propose above is not clear. There is some suggestive
evidencethat certain neuronsin the inferotemporalcortex
of monkey might possess properties similar to that
requiredby the angle filtersthat are central to the model.
It has been suggested that the contour of a two-
dimensionalstimulusmay be characterizedby a “Fourier
descriptor” (FD), a scalar quantity related to boundary
complexity in that the greater order of the descriptor the
more complex the contour. A stimulus with an FD of 2
basicallypossessestwo diametricallyopposed lobes;one
with an FD of 4 has four diametricallyopposedlobes that
form a cross shape. Single cells in inferior temporal
cortex have been encounteredthat respond selectively to
FD stimuliof a certain order, for example 2, 4 and so on
[e.g. Desimone et al. (1985); Gross (1992); Schwartz et
al. (1983)].Such cells could potentiallyform the basis of
a set of mechanisms for the perception of image
geometry, rather than performing the role as underlying
gnostic units in object perception that has been assumed
previously.
From this perspectiveit is interestingto note that these
types of cells (FD responsive)appear to occur in clusters
(Gochin et al., 1991) and in certain cases exhibit object
constancy(a constantresponse)across image transforma-
tions of contrast, size and position [Schwartz et al.
(1983);cf. Desimoneet al. (1985)].More intriguingis the
isolatedreportby Tanaka et al. (1991),also regardingthe
characterizationof cells in inferiortemporalcortex.They
present results from two cells of a type that they label
“Elaborate” that appear to have exactly the properties
required. Cell 1 in their Fig. 4 is orientation and length
specific; Cell 2 in their Fig. 8 requires a stimulus
composed of two or more components arranged in a T
shape. It was not reported whether these cells also
respond to circumscribedFD stimuli. These reports can
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only be taken as suggestive evidence if for no other
reason than the fact that the overall organization of the
inferoternporal cortex is still a matter of conjecture.
Further, the stimuli chosen by most investigators of the
neurophysiological properties of neurons in this area
form an exceptionally heterogeneous group (toilet brush,
monkey face, Fourier descriptor, circular coloured blob,
lollipop etc.) that seems to reflect individual theoretical
predilection, and it is quite unclear whether the optimal
stimulus properties have yet been discovered for any
single unit.
Role of angle encodingmechanisms in theperception of
opticflow
Finally,we would like to return to the point originally
discussed by Snippc and Komrdcrink(1994) concerning
the utility of a mechanism that is specialized for the
discriminationof geometrical arrangement.One particu-
larly important role might be the recovery of surface
topology from the optic flow field that is created by the
movement of an observer through the visual environ-
ment. The affine transformationof an optic flow can be
decomposed into three components or differential
invariants—pure divergence, pure rotation and pure
deformation; Div, Curl and Def. The psychophysical
importance of encoding these invariants has been
emphasized recently by both Koenderink (1986) and
Harris (1995). There is some evidence that mechanisms
exist that could potentially encode Div and Curl [e.g.
Freeman & Harris (1992); Regan & Beverley (1978);
Regan & Beverley (1985b)], but there is little or no
evidence to date for a similar system for encoding Def
(Harris, 1995,personalcommunication).We suggestthat
the predominant reason for this is that nearly all
investigationsthat we are aware of used punctate stimuli.
This is typified by the Snippe and Koenderink (1994)
experiment. As we have shown here, the critical
requirement is that the stimulus field comprised line
segmentsor contour elements.
It has been assumed previously that the two-dimen-
sional motion vector that typifies the local spatio-
temporal structure of a dot field in optic flow is
functionallyequivalentto a line segmentin motion along
the vector. We suggest that, for the purposes of
computing Def, this is not the case. This is because on
a local level Div, Curl and Def are not computationally
orthogonal and can only be recovered following global
analysis (Harris, 1995). However, Def can be computed
locally by the type of mechanisms that we have
described above if the stimulus possesses oriented
structure or contour segments. One specific prediction
that can be made is that certain types of deformation
shouldbe more readily detectablethan others (e.g. when
the local structureis at 90 deg cf.when the local structure
is at 135 deg or 45 deg) and therefore surface slant
discrimination in optic flow with the appropriatevisual
texturing should be a function of position in the visual
field.
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FIGUREAl. Data re-plottedfrom Chenand Levi (1996),Fig. 3. Anglediscriminationthresholdsas a functionof base anglefor
targets that comprised two thin bright lines on a dark background.Mean of three observers and two test axes (N= 6). The
vertical line parallel to the ordinaterepresentsthe meanstandarderror. The solidcurve is the modeldescribedin Eq. (8) fittedto
the data by the same techniquethat was employedfor Fig. 11.The parameters of the model are listed in Table Al.
TABLEAl. Comparisonof the parameters of the model described in
Eq. (8), fitted to the data of Chen and Levi (1996)
Parameter Present experiments Chen and Levi (1996)
ao 0.88 1.13
al 1.14 1.31
a2 0.45 0.012
a3 44.0 60.9
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The parameteraOcorrespondsto a vertical shift in the modelcurve,al
and a2 to the relative contributionsof the 180 and Odeg filters,
respectively, and the parameter a3 to an overall scaling.
